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Abstract
In this paper, we present and analyze a distributed hash
table-based supervised peer-to-peer system that allows an
even distribution of and efficient lookup for objects (e.g.
data or tasks) stored in the system. A supervised peer-topeer system is a system that is formed by a supervisor but
in which all other activities can be performed on a peer-topeer basis without involving the supervisor. Our system has
average constant degree and can distribute objects evenly
among the peers up to a constant factor in expectation. The
supervised peer-to-peer approach makes the system particularly useful for computational grids. As an example, we
discuss the use of our structure for recursively defined algorithms such as dynamic programming and distributed tree
searches, and practical problems such as web crawling; our
structure distributes tasks randomly and prevents repeated
computations to optimize parallel efficiency.

1

Introduction

The ultimate challenge of computational grids is to use
loosely connected unreliable computers as a source of computational power for arbitrary sequential or concurrent computations, and to allow that power to be sold and used on demand like modern day electrical systems. Networks of computers suitable for more restricted problem domains are in
active use. Some of these networks address problems based
on brute force checking of a large input range, or problems
involving management of extremely large data sets.
As a structure to support these and future computational
grid applications, we present a supervised distributed hash
table supporting efficient object insertion and lookup along
with balanced allocation; our objects are treated in the same
way as data items in other distributed hash tables. Because of our supervised approach, the network can achieve
a constant factor expected load balance with average constant node degree, something not achieved yet by decentralized distributed hash tables. The supervised approach

makes this structure particularly suitable for computational
grid applications by providing a reliable and trusted location
for node authentication and task assignment and combining
results. Since our system can be used to spawn and evenly
distribute further subtasks by the peers without involving
the supervisor, and since the supervisor only needs to know
a constant-sized portion of the network, the supervisor can
be a low-powered node. The supervisor also serves as a
reliable anchor for code execution rollback, which is important for failure recovery mechanisms such as those used
in the Time Warp system[10, 18]. We discuss the use of
our structure to support distributed divide-and-conquer algorithms, including dynamic programming, tree searches,
and web crawling.

1.1 Related Work
Computational grids. Existing networks for distributed
computation include SETI@home[21], Folding@home[5],
and distributed.net[4]. These are systems solving problems
which run relatively small pieces of code on very many inputs; such problems are easily divided into subtasks corresponding to subranges of the input, and the entire code
can be sent to each client. They use a star topology, with
a central server connecting directly to each client for all
communications. No communication is needed between the
clients, so code can be executed in parallel with very little
overhead (there is only the cost of sending the code to the
participants). While these systems are adequate for their
tasks, they represent only a fraction of the potential of general purpose computational grids. Furthermore, a star topology places a high demand on the central server since it must
be involved in all computation assignments and must keep
track of all nodes participating in the system, limiting scalability and increasing expense. The OptimalGrid project
at IBM[15] extends the reach of these systems by allowing
communication between the subtasks, but as it still uses a
star topology it suffers from the same scalability concerns.
Recently the CERN project [3] has attracted significant
media attention. CERN’s network, known as the Grid, com-

bines computing power from research centers in 12 countries. This power is used to examine terabytes of data generated by a new particle accelerator at CERN called the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). Unlike SETI@home and similar
programs, their focus is on managing large amounts of data
rather than using highly dynamic networks. To the best of
our knowledge their work does not address topological considerations in peer-to-peer computational grids.
Extensive research on computational grids is being conducted by the Globus Alliance [8]. Their work includes services such as security tools and a data management structure known as the Data Grid, designed for “coordinated
resource sharing and problem solving”[6]. The Data Grid
offers services for abstracting out the storage system layers at each network node and services for maintaining and
organizing metadata about the stored data, as well as services for replica management, along with applications for
data exchange within the Globus framework; they also do
not appear to consider topological designs in their research.
Their system is best suited for data-intensive applications
such as the CERN project.
Supervised distributed networks. The authors have some
ongoing work on using supervised peer-to-peer networks
for different problems, including reliable broadcasting [19]
and distributed monitoring systems [1]. The design in these
works is tree-based and consequently very different from
the design presented in this paper.
Pandurangan, Raghavan, and Upfal [16] present a supervised peer-to-peer network where connections are made by
a low powered host server; their network has constant degree and low diameter, and remains connected with high
probability under a stochastic model of node arrivals and departures, though insertion work is Ω(log n) in some cases.
Their network does not seem to be capable of supporting
object lookup or message passing, though it could be used
for broadcasting.
Peer-to-peer systems. Research in peer-to-peer systems
has been active for several years now. Though the origins
of interest in peer-to-peer systems are in popular file sharing
networks like Gnutella [9] and Napster [14], the academic
community quickly adopted the model for research purposes. Distributed hash tables (DHT) are frequently used
for peer-to-peer token location, and have been implemented
with different structures by multiple researchers; for some
classic examples, see [17, 20, 22].
We are aware of three papers [7, 11, 13] proposing peerto-peer systems based on the DeBruijn graph; our approach
uses a DeBruijn topology as well, though our construction
and maintenance are quite different. In particular, these
structures are probabilistic in their organization, while ours
is deterministic in all but the placement of objects.
Distributed hash tables built on peer-to-peer networks

could be considered for distributed computation as well.
On top of a DHT one could run a system like Time Warp
to ensure successful code execution. The Time Warp operating system [10, 18] was designed to support parallel
execution of discrete event simulations, which have been
and will continue to be among the most expensive computational tasks. The Time Warp system is based on a distributed process rollback mechanism, and involves significant changes to traditional operating systems designs. This
mechanism is used to ensure the successful completion of
a distributed program even when some pieces fail; rollback
processes shift the state of the running program back to a
valid state to resume normal computation. Decentralized
systems like pure peer-to-peer systems are not very useful
for this, since they lack a single reliable point to ensure that
code rollback can proceed successfully in all cases.

1.2 Our results
We present and analyze a DHT-based supervised peer-topeer system, SPON-DHT, that allows an even distribution
of and efficient lookup for objects stored in the system. A
supervised peer-to-peer system is a system that is formed
by a supervisor but in which all other activities can be performed on a peer-to-peer level without involving the supervisor. The supervisor only needs to be involved with node
join and leave operations. The network supports efficient
node-to-node communication and object lookup. Object
lookup trivially supports object insertion and deletion on
request from the object’s lookup destination. While these
results assume graceful node departures (nodes which do
not depart without advance notice), the network functions as
well when this assumption is removed, though some O(1)
costs increase to O(log n). The network performance can
be summarized as follows:
1. Join operations require O(1) work and time and leave
operations require O(1) average (O(log n) worst-case)
work and time, plus the cost of object movements.
2. For all sets of nodes
 V the expected relative load E[λ v ]
∀ v ∈ V is Θ n1 .
3. Object lookup requires O(log n) work and time.
4. All nodes have constant out-degree and only need constant storage to manage the object space.
5. The supervisor’s network knowledge, measured in outdegree and storage, is constant.
The relative load λ v for any node v in the current set of
nodes in the system V is a random variable corresponding to
the fraction of objects in the system mapped to node v. The
expectation of λ v , E[λv ], in a distributed hash table on the

[0, 1) real line is equal to the size of the subrange assigned
to node v. In our system thesize of the subrange mapped to
v is guaranteed to be Θ n1 for all nodes v and all sets of
current nodes V . In most previous distributedhash tables,

for all sets of nodes V , max v∈V (E[λv ]) = Θ logn n with
high probability (based on the random hash function h used
to select points on the identifier circle for all v ∈ V ). Some
papers use virtual nodes to reduce this to a constant, but
node degrees and join/leave work increase by a O(log n)
multiplicative factor to achieve this. Our deterministic construction allows us to achieve a low expected relative load
without increasing average node degree.

1.3 Network applications
SPON-DHT can be used to support a new class of computational grid applications such as distributed divide-andconquer programs. Our structure allows these operations to
be executed without repeating subtasks. Since a star topology is not used, the effort exerted by the supervisor can be
reduced significantly by allowing nodes to spawn subtasks
and combine the results themselves; this allows inexpensive supervisors to manage large networks. Combined with
a system like Time Warp, applications can be executed correctly in unreliable networks. Furthermore, the supervisor
can keep known malicious nodes from entering the system,
and can authenticate nodes so that malicious behavior can
be detected by other nodes and reported.
Since our network is a distributed hash table, it is also
suitable for storage systems or any other application requiring an object management infrastructure.

2

Network overview

2.1 Interface
We provide a network which offers object management
in a dynamic network. Our objects could be either units of
storage data or computational tasks or some combination of
the two; we refer to these units as objects in the spirit of
object-oriented programming. The network supports three
fundamental operations: join() and leave() calls for nodes,
and lookup(t) calls for an object t. This interface can be
used by applications to perform distributed computation or
storage. The basic functionality of these operations is given
below.
1. A join operation requires the network to include the
new node so it can communicate with all nodes and
preserve all existing communications. Also, some objects must be moved to the new node to preserve a good
load balance.

2. A leave operation requires the network to extract the
departing node while preserving the ability to communicate between all other node pairs. Also, the node’s
objects must be moved to other nodes while preserving
the load balance.
3. A lookup operation involves locating the physical node
currently responsible for the object t, whether or not
the object exists.
Insertions and deletions for an object t can be accomplished by an application by performing a lookup and then
requesting that the node responsible for t insert or delete t.
For the sake of simplicity we assume for most of this
paper that nodes depart gracefully. A graceful departure is
one in which a node requests permission and waits for a
confirmation before departing; this allows the network to
easily accomodate the node’s departure. We will remove
this assumption by extending our system later.

2.2 Supervisor
The network includes a low powered reliable supervisor,
which handles node insertions and deletions; the supervisor is not involved in direct node-to-node communication.
The use of a supervisor allows the network to achieve a
greater level of security and trustworthiness than can be acquired by fully decentralized systems. Since messages are
passed without the supervisor’s interference or knowledge,
the nodes in the network are capable of unrestricted concurrent communication. However, nodes can be identified and
authenticated when joining, and through appropriate message signatures can be held responsible for their actions by
other nodes, so that improper activity can be detected and
reported to the supervisor.
We outline the following guidelines for a scalable supervised peer-to-peer system:
1. The network should possess a single supervisor node
which can be assumed to be reliable.
2. The supervisor should not be involved in any node-tonode communication.
3. The supervisor node should at no point in time need
more storage or degree than O(log n).
4. Non-supervisor nodes must have low degree and storage, at most O(log n).
Our system exceeds these specifications by requiring only
constant degree. The extended version of our system designed to support ungraceful node departures matches these
requirements.
While the supervisor is a single point of failure, this is
easily corrected: Replace the supervisor with a multicast

group of O(log n) (or O(1)) nodes, and let all messages
from other network nodes be sent to the multicast address
so that all group nodes receive all messages. At any time, a
single group node is the active supervisor, and responds to
messages; the other nodes process the messages internally
but do not respond. If the active supervisor fails a new active supervisor is elected through any process. If a single
group node survives, the network will continue to function
normally. Using standard models, if each node fails with
constant probability, then using a group of size O(log n)
implies that with high probability at least one group member survives. For clarity, in the remainder of this paper we
will assume that only a single supervisor is used.

a single 1. Should it be desired, it is possible to extend the
structure to allow removal and reinsertion of the old edges,
though some applications of the network would need modification.
In a graph with n nodes, nodes are labelled with distinct
binary strings of at most log n bits, where only the strings
0 through n − 1 are in use. The structure supports the following:
Invariant 2.1 Every node with address β whose highestorder 1-bit is bit j has an outgoing edge to every existing node with address ∈ {2β, 2β + 1, 2β mod 2 j+1 , 2β +
1 mod 2j+1 }.
In addition, we maintain:

2.3 Dynamic DeBruijn graph
Non-supervisor network nodes are organized into a dynamic version of the DeBruijn graph. The static DeBruijn
graph includes two directed edges out from each node, connecting node i to nodes 2i and 2i + 1 modulo n when there
are n = 2b nodes for some integer b. This is not easily
adapted to dynamic network conditions. When the graph
grows, the modulus will change, causing some edges to become invalid because their endpoints had been beyond the
previous modulus 2 b but are below the new modulus 2 b+1 .
Similarly, if a static DeBruijn graph were to shrink by removing nodes and their adjacent edges, the graph would
not remain properly connected since some edges based on a
lower modulus would not exist.
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Figure 1. The extension of a 2D DeBruijn
graph to 3D, with older edges indicated

We suggest a dynamic extension of the DeBruijn graph:
leave all old edges in the graph during expansion. This cannot raise a node’s outdegree beyond 4 (2 based on the insertion time modulus and 2 without modulus), though some
nodes will have an indegree of log n. The node with a
binary address of all 0’s, for example, will have an incoming edge from each node with a binary address containing

Invariant 2.2 Every node with address β has an edge to the
nodes with addresses β − 1 and β + 1, if they exist. These
are the predecessor and successor nodes.
Since this is an overlay network, having an edge to a
node is equivalent to possessing its real network address
(such as an IP address), and sometimes also involves periodic link checking to make sure the node is available; this
requires O(1) space per edge. This applies to both incoming
and outgoing edges, because a node’s incoming neighbors
need to be determined before it can be replaced.

2.4 Permanent addressing
SPON-DHT is an overlay network, so addresses assigned to nodes are virtual addresses only, and keeping an
edge to a node involves storing the actual IP address or some
other contact information to allow direct communication;
knowing the virtual address is not sufficient for communication in the underlying network. As a consequence, virtual
addresses can be arbitrarily assigned and readily exchanged
as long as the functionality of the address is also exchanged.
We will perform deletion by replacement, so that at any
given time the only addresses in use in a network of n nodes
are 0 through n − 1. It is worth noting that, because of
this, once a node is assigned an address, its address does
not need to change, unless it leaves and rejoins or is used as
a replacement. This is because shorter addresses can be implicitly padded with zeros, so that an assigned 2D address of
10, for example, is the same as the 3D address 010. In other
words, nodes do not need to be contacted to extend their addresses when the graph grows, saving significant periodic
update costs.

2.5 Node responsibilities
The supervisor. To maintain the topology during node
joins and leaves, the supervisor must keep an edge to the
following nodes:

• the 0-node (i.e. the node with address of all 0’s),
• the end node (i.e. the node with the largest virtual address), and
• any nodes with edges to the end node.
Theorem 2.3 The supervisor has constant-sized network
knowledge, since it has O(1) out-degree and requires no
storage for object space management.
Proof. As stated previously, we assume that each outgoing edge requires O(1) storage. Since the end node has the
largest address in the system, it cannot have more than one
incoming edge, the non-modular edge from node  n2 , since
modular edges end at a node with at most the same value
as the source (since the most significant zero in the address
becomes more significant and the length is the same); therefore the degree of the supervisor is constant. The supervisor does not need to keep any information pertaining to the
object lookup and load balancing, as this process is fully
unsupervised.

Non-supervisor nodes. Each non-supervisor node must
keep pointers to the following nodes:
• its predecessor and successor, and
• its outgoing neighbors, and
• its incoming neighbors.
Non-supervisor nodes also keep knowledge of the ranges
assigned to them for object allocation purposes; this will be
discussed in more detail later. Each node also must store an
address to contact the supervisor to be able to announce its
departure.
Theorem 2.4 Non-supervisor nodes have O(1) out-degree
and average in-degree O(1) (worst-case log n + 3).
Proof. The constant out-degree follows from the specifications. Average in-degree is clearly O(1) since all outdegrees are O(1). The worst-case in-degree occurs at the
0-node, which has an incoming edge from every node with
only one 1-bit. The number of bits is log N where N =
2log n , which is at most log n + 1; including the predecessor and successor edges produces worst-case degree
log n + 3.

Later we also bound the storage for object management.

3 Node operations
We assume that node join and leave requests are sent to
the supervisor; join requests could be sent initially to any
node and forwarded from there. Node join and leave requests are processed by the supervisor as node insertions
and deletions. Each node insertion and deletion has two
major components, the structural modifications and the object movements. We address the structural changes in this
section and the object movements later.

3.1 Structural changes
Node deletion occurs through replacement, in the sense
that the node in the network with the highest virtual address
replaces any other internal node wishing to leave the system, so that the highest virtual address is removed, along
with its adjacent edges, regardless of which physical node
leaves. Replacement involves creating outgoing edges from
the replacement node to match those of the departing node,
changing incoming edges to the departing node to point to
the replacement node, and moving tokens and other object
management data to the replacement node. This approach
has been used in other research, e.g. [2]. This process implies that an inserted node receives the largest virtual address in the network. We can thus give only the process for
inserting or removing the last node in the network (the node
with largest virtual address).
An inserted node is given two outgoing edges and one incoming edge. A node inserted into a n-node network will be
given (virtual) address n. Node n is given outgoing edges
to nodes 2n − 2l and 2n + 1 − 2l in order to satisfy Invariant 2.1 for node n, where l = log n is the number of bits
in address n. Also, the node with address p =  n2  is given
an outgoing edge to n; this is needed to satisfy Invariant 2.1
for node p.
Since the supervisor keeps an outgoing edge to the current end node x, it can connect n and x as successor and
predecessor, satisfying Invariant 2.2. Furthermore, if x’s
outgoing neighbors are the nodes with addresses k and k+1,
then n’s outgoing neighbors have addresses k + 2 and k + 3,
and can be located in a few steps by contacting node k + 1
(which the supervisor can reach through x). This is true for
all addresses except for n = 2 l for any integer l, whose outgoing neighbors are 0 and 1. If n is odd, then its incoming
neighbor is the same as x’s (and is known by the supervisor). If not, its incoming neighbor is the successor of x’s
and can be easily reached. These properties follow from the
DeBruijn topology.
Removing the end node requires the supervisor to add an
edge to the new end node’s incoming neighbor. Reversing
the insertion, this is the predecessor of the removed node’s

incoming neighbor, except when the removed node’s address is odd, when the incoming neighbor is the same.
Theorem 3.1 Node insertion cost is O(1) in time, number
of messages, and local computations, plus any cost of object movements. Node removal cost is O(1) for most nodes,
and O(log n) in the worst case. Invariants 2.1 and 2.2 are
preserved by the operations.
Proof. Follows directly from our algorithms.



3.2 Node-to-node communication
The algorithm for object lookup requires a primitive
for one node to contact another node in the network by
knowing its virtual address. The DeBruijn graph is readily equipped to handle such an operation; the static version supports O(log n)-time message passing by shifting in
the bits of the address of the destination one bit at a time.
Since our version is dynamic, it needs to be shown that
the graph can route between any two nodes even though
some nodes may be missing. Consider sending a packet
from node x = (x 1 x2 . . . xd ) to y = (y1 y2 . . . yd ), where
either x1 or y1 = 1 (if not the nodes cannot be expected
to know d). If all nodes with d-bit addresses exist, then
the path given by the default DeBruijn routing algorithm is
x → x2,d y1 → x3,d y1,2 → . . . → xd y1,d−1 → y, where
xi,j is bits i through j of x; this path is of length d. If at
any step some node x i,d y1,i−1 does not exist, then the node
with address 0xi+1,d y1,i−1 is used instead. This node has
the same connections as the missing node, so that its use
does not change the rest of the path; and because deletion
by replacement is used, it must exist, since the only missing
network nodes have highest bit 1.
Since our DeBruijn graph is dynamic, it may be difficult
to route at lower levels of the structure, since the nodes may
not know the total number of nodes in the network. But
if the old edges are left, then the graph contains all nodes
and edges of the static DeBruijn graph corresponding to the
larger of the dimensions of the source and destination, and
this subgraph can be used to pass the message, with cost
still O(log n) in number of messages and rounds of communication.
When sending a message from each node in the network
to a randomly chosen destination (the random routing problem), the static DeBruijn graph is well known to have a congestion of at most O(log n) with high probability on each
node in the network. Missing nodes do not significantly affect this, as a node with address 0x has to support at most
the congestion of 0x plus the congestion of 1x in a full DeBruijn graph, if node 1x is not present; therefore congestion of each node in a dynamic DeBruijn graph is at most
twice the congestion of the node in a static DeBruijn graph
containing the node. Furthermore, congestion caused by

older dimensional edges can be avoided by first sending the
message to a random maximal-dimension node and routed
from there; the dilation and congestion are asymptotically
unchanged. This leads to the following:
Theorem 3.2 The dynamic DeBruijn graph can perform
the random routing problem with congestion and dilation
O(log n) with high probability.

4 Object mapping
4.1 Virtual locations
Initially, we hash objects uniformly at random to the
[0, 1) real line using a repeatable hash function; this output is considered a virtual location for the object. The [0, 1)
line is then divided into ranges which are assigned to the
nodes in the network, and each node is responsible for the
objects with virtual locations within its assigned range(s).
The hash function is distributed to all network nodes so that
anyone can compute an object’s virtual location to perform
a lookup operation. In practice, any sufficiently precise and
uniform hash function can be used.
When ranges are exchanged between nodes, the objects
represented by the ranges must be moved as well. This process may vary from application to application. For example,
in a storage system, an object represents data that must be
sent across the network. In a computational grid, an object
represents a computational task which may be in progress.
The task can be restarted at the destination node, or some
checkpoint information can be sent, or all current state for
the process can be transferred.

4.2 Recursive placement algorithm
We initially give a recursive range placement algorithm.
This algorithm specifies range movements during a single
node join or leave operation; the iterative distributed lookup
algorithm given below is derived from the placement produced by this algorithm. Our recursive algorithm is similar
to the cut-and-paste algorithm of [2], designed for dynamic
storage systems. Their algorithm is workload optimal for
maintaining a perfect expected load across single disk joins
and leaves, and supports O(log n)-cost data item searching. A networked version would send load from all existing nodes to a joined node, and would distribute the load
from a departing node across all remaining nodes, so that
communication costs are Ω(n) per join or leave operation.
We reduce this to a constant while preserving O(log n)cost lookup, though the load balance is allowed to worsen
slightly.
Initially a single node is responsible for the entire [0, 1)
range. In our algorithm, each new node takes the higher half

of the existing range of each of its two outgoing neighbors
(or one if there is only one outgoing edge), and returns the
ranges to its neighbors when it departs. As in [2], deletion
by replacement ensures that any sequence of mixed node
insertions and deletions produces a load distribution equivalent to a sequence of insertions alone. Since only outgoing
adjacent nodes are contacted on node join and leaves, and
since the dynamic DeBruijn graph has constant outgoing
degree, the cost is O(1) per insertion or deletion plus the
cost of transferring load.
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Figure 2. A node insertion with load movement

Since the outgoing neighbors of each sequential node are
sequential, half the load is taken from each node before the
process restarts (which occurs when the number of nodes
passes 2l for each integer l). At any point in time, if there
are n nodes with l = log n, then the [0, 1) interval will be
divided into subranges of size 21l (ranges already split in this
1
(unsplit ranges). Each node will have
dimension) or 2l−1
either one split or unsplit subrange or two split subranges
assigned to it.
 
Theorem 4.1 For all nodes u, E[λ u ] = Θ n1 .
Proof. When the network changes dimensions (when the
number of nodes goes from 2 l to 2l + 1), consider the larger
subranges to be two subranges of equal size, one of which
will be taken away in this dimension while the other will
stay. Then we can assume that all subranges are of equal
size. Tasks are assigned uniformly at random to the [0, 1)
interval, so tasks are assigned uniformly at random to each
subrange, so the expected relative load of each subrange is
1
the same, 2log
n if there are n nodes currently in the system. Since each node has either one or two assigned subranges the theorem holds.

Theorem 4.2 The storage required by each node for its
ranges is O(1).
Proof. It has been shown that each node has only one or
two ranges, so the proof depends only on the space required

to store a single range. This depends on the resolution required to store the range boundaries. For l = log n, the
resolution needed is l decimal bits, since each range boundary is 2il for some integer i between 0 and 2 l . Since this
is less information than the amount needed to distinguish
nodes (such as an IP address), it is considered a single word.
Since each range requires only two boundaries, the theorem
holds.


4.3 Range history
We define a history for each range that gives the set of all
nodes which held the range before it was taken away, going
back to the node with address 0 which originally holds all
ranges. Suppose that the range is held by some node with
address v. The range history is a set of nodes {v i } for i = 0
to f , where v0 = v and vf = 0. Note that vi < vj ∀ i > j,
and also that f , the number of steps the range has moved,
varies depending on v, though it can be shown to be at most
O(log2 v). According to our definition of the load balancing algorithm, each v i must have an outgoing edge to v i+1 ;
so vi+1 = 2vi or 2vi + 1 (with appropriate modulus). Intuitively, if vi is the terminal location in this dimension, then
vi+1 = 2vi , and otherwise vi+1 = 2vi + 1; this is because
the a range stolen from 2v i + 1 will be taken by some other
node before the dimension is full.
More formally, let d(v i ) be the number of bits in the address vi with all high-order 0’s removed. The v i ’s are calculated as follows:
• If v0 holds a single range or if the range in question is
the first of two held ranges, then v 1 = 2v0 mod 2d(v0 ) .
• If the range in question is the second of two ranges
held by v0 , then v1 = 2v0 + 1 mod 2d(v0 ) .
• If d(vi ) = d(vi−1 ), then vi+1 = 2vi + 1 mod 2d(vi ) .
• If d(vi ) = d(vi−1 ), then vi+1 = 2vi mod 2d(vi ) .

5 Distributed iterative object lookup
This section gives a distributed iterative algorithm for
object lookup derived from the placement produced by the
recursive algorithm. We begin by giving the object location in a full DeBruijn graph, where the number of nodes in
the network is a power of 2, assuming that all nodes know
the network is a full DeBruijn graph; this is a much simpler process, albeit unrealistic, that identifies the heart of
the algorithm. Then we extend this to an arbitrary number
of nodes.

5.1 In a known full graph
In a full graph, each node v holds a single range r v .
Knowing the graph is full, each node can compute n = |r1v |
correctly. In order to locate a token each node must be able
to compute the node w holding the range r w containing the
token. We give an algorithm to compute the infinite sequence of nodes v(t) holding the point t ∈ [0, 1]. We also
compute the starting points s(t), where s i (t) is the point in
[0, 1] corresponding to the beginning of the range held by
vi (t).
• v0 (t) = s0 (t) = 0.
1
• If t ≥ si (t) + 2i+1
, vi+1 (t) = vi (t)/2 + 2i and
1
si+1 (t) = si (t) + 2i+1 .

• If t < si (t) +
si (t).

1
2i+1 ,

vi+1 (t) = vi (t) and si+1 (t) =

The node currently holding the point t in a full graph is the
largest j such that vj (t) < n (and thus exists in a graph with
addresses 0 through n − 1). It is not hard to show that the
largest such j ≤ log n.

5.2 In an arbitrary graph
We begin with a definition and a lemma:
Definition 5.1 The ideal host of an object is the node which
would hold the object if the graph was full at its current
dimension (if the number of nodes was extended from the
current n to n = 2log n ).
Lemma 5.2 All node with virtual addresses with fewer bits
than the longest existing address must exist. Equivalently,
all nodes which are parents of nodes definable within the
current dimension must exist.
Proof. The former holds because of deletion by replacement; the largest address is always removed, so no shorter
address could be missing while a larger exists. The latter
follows since by definition parent nodes have shorter addresses than their children, and any node definable within
the current dimension has address at most the length of the
longest existing dimension.

The process for lookup in a partial graph is more difficult. It can be broken down into the following steps:
1. Guess the ideal host for the object based on local information.
2. Route the lookup request to the parent of the ideal host
guess; this node must exist.

3. If the guess for the ideal host is incorrect, then the request is forwarded down the tree to the true parent of
the ideal host.
4. If the ideal host exists, route the request to it.
5. If the ideal host does not exist, compute the next host
to check and route the request to that node’s parent.
Repeat until found.
Steps 1-3: Finding the parent of the ideal host
The source node of the request estimates the dimensionality of the network using the size of the range it is responsible for. If the source node holds two ranges taken from
two different nodes, then its estimate is based on the size
of one of the ranges. The node’s estimate of the number of
nodes in the network is range1 size . If the range is of size
1
,
2l

where l = log n, then the node’s estimate of the number of nodes is n  = 2l = N , which is considered a correct
estimate. If the node has a single unsplit range, in the sense
that as the graph grows from its current size to N nodes the
range held by the node will be split in half, then n  = N/2.
In either case, n is used to guess the ideal host of the object
using the computations for a known full graph.
Regardless of whether the estimated ideal host w is
the true ideal host, its parent node p(w) must exist by
Lemma 5.2, so the lookup request can be sent from the initiating node to p(w). If w is not the true ideal host, then
the number of nodes was estimated too small (n  = N/2),
which implies that node w must exist (since it must have
highest-order bit 0), and p(w) can route the request to it.
Node w can then determine whether or not it is not the true
ideal host for the node. If not, it can be shown through the
load balancing algorithm that the true ideal host y is a descendant of w. Then node w can compute y (using the true
N ) and route the request to the true parent of the ideal host
p(y). On the other hand, if w does not exist, then it must be
the true ideal host, or w = y and p(w) = p(y).
Steps 4-5: Finding the actual host
If the ideal host y exists, then it must hold the object, because as soon as a node joins it gets its full subrange and all
associated objects for the current dimension (all nodes but
the last in a dimension also get a second subrange which
will later be taken away); then p(y) can route the request to
it and the request can be processed. If not, the range history {vi } can be examined for y, and the first valid address
is the current node containing the point. Consider the set
{pi } where pi is the address of the parent of v i for all i; all
these nodes must exist according to Lemma 5.2. The search
request is passed through the set {p i } until some vi is valid.
Consider the sequence of nodes {p i } where each pi =
vi /2, or the parent of v i in the search tree. Because of the
DeBruijn construction each p i has an edge to its vi and is

capable of determining whether or not v i is valid. Suppose
the search request is at some node p i , which has determined
that vi does not exist. Node p i computes vi+1 and pi+1 and
then forwards the request to p i+1 .

5.3 Analysis
Lemma 5.3 For some t = O(log n), vt exists.
Proof. Assume that v 0 does not exist, so that the lemma
is nontrivial. Then v 0 ’s address must be of maximum bit
length log n, by deletion by replacement. Divide the set of
all nodes with (log n)-bit addresses with highest-order bit
1 into subsets {Sj }, where Sj contains all nodes with all j
highest-order bits 1 and the (j + 1) st highest-order bit 0.
Then j ranges from 1 to log n, where S log n is the node with
address all 1’s. Suppose that v i is in set Sk for k > 1. Then
vi+1 must be in set Sk−1 , since the highest 0 in v i ’s address
is shifted up one bit to produce v i+1 (and a 0 is introduced if
vi ∈ Slog n ). So for some t = O(log n), v t−1 is in S1 . Then
vt must have d(vt ) < d(v0 ). All vt with d(vt ) < d(v0 )
must exist by Lemma 5.2.

Theorem 5.4 Object lookup requires O(log n) time steps
and messages.
Proof. The cost in time and messages of finding p 0 , the
parent of the ideal host, is O(log n), since it takes log n
steps to find the parent of the first guess of the ideal host,
and the request can only be routed down from there. For the
previously defined sets {v i } and {pi }, let t be such that vt
exists and for all i < t, vi does not exist. Each routing step
from p0 to pt−1 requires only a single step and message,
since pi is either equal to or has an outgoing edge to p i+1
according to the DeBruijn construction and the observation
that for all i < t, d(vi ) = d(v0 ); this sequence then requires
O(t) steps and messages. The last routing step from p t−1 to
pt requires at most log n steps and messages, and p t has an
edge to vt , the node responsible for the desired object. Since
t = O(log n) by Lemma 5.3, the total cost is O(log n). 
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Recursive divide-and-conquer applications

This network is suitable for many types of distributed
applications. One class for which it performs well are recursive divide-and-conquer applications, because of its uniform task assignment and its ability to recursively spawn
subtasks as well as its ability to avoid repeating subtasks. It
is also able to take much of the load of these computations
off the central task coordinator. While these applications
can in principle be performed with any DHT, they implicitly use a single collection or starting point and are natural
candidates for a supervised network.

6.1 Dynamic programming
Our network allows efficient parallel recursive computation of dynamic programming problems. In some dynamic programs, the domain of cases is so large that a table of computed results cannot be handled by a single computer; our network allows this table to be divided among
the nodes. At all but the bottom level (the level where tasks
complete locally), each task spawns logically separate subtasks, waits for them to return, and then combines the results. Our network maps each subtask to a point in a universal address space (in this paper the [0, 1) real line) which
is then mapped to a node in the network. Computation results are cached when completed. When some other node
needs the result of a computation, it sends the request for
the task to the appropriate node. If this is the first execution
of this task, it is executed. If the task has already been completed, the answer is returned immediately. If the task is in
progress, the node is added to a set of nodes waiting for the
response to the task. No subtask is ever computed twice, as
long as results of computations are exchanged along with
ranges when nodes join and leave the network.

6.2 Backtrack distributed tree search
A similar approach can be used to solve the backtrack
search problem, discussed in [12] and many other papers.
The backtrack search problem involves a parallel traversal
of a search tree to find the minimum cost leaf, where each
internal node represents a partial solution to a problem and
each leaf represents a full solution and its associated cost.
Backtrack searches are easy to implement in this setting,
since a search beginning at each child can be considered a
new object. When a leaf is discovered its cost is returned,
and when all the children of a task corresponding to an internal node computation have returned the minimum of their
values is then returned.
The paper by Liu et al. [12] proves that distributed backtrack search can be performed under a very conservative
network model in time O(n/p + h) with high probability,
for an n-item tree of maximum depth h using p processors,
assuming that task assignment is random. This is asymptotically optimal since at least h time must be used to explore
the full depth of the tree, and at least np nodes need to be
explored by one of the p processors. Using the same analysis, when static our system is asymptotically work-optimal
since node workloads within a factor of 2 can at most increase the total computation time by a factor of 2. Under
dynamic network conditions, our system maintains this optimality with respect to any online algorithm; the only additional cost comes from task movement away from departing
nodes and to joining nodes, which at each step is at most
twice what a best-possible online algorithm would move.

6.3 Web crawling
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7

Extensions

7.1 Increased fault tolerance
If we remove the graceful departure assumption, we
must make the structure more fault-tolerant. To accomplish
this, each node can be replaced by a complete graph containing O(log n) nodes, and each edge can be replaced by
a full bipartite graph; then with high probability the system can tolerate a constant fraction of random failures in
the network. The supervisor can be contacted to refill heavily depleted clusters with new nodes or nodes acquired by
removing whole clusters from the topology. This increases
some costs in the network by a logarithmic factor. It also introduces inefficiency into the object management, since the
same objects must be stored in O(log n) places (causing either redundant data storage or redundant computation).

7.2 Broadcasting
In addition to the aforementioned uses, the network also
supports broadcasting in logarithmic time with linear message complexity. Some applications could benefit from this
capacity, for example to transfer universal update information through the network. Details are omitted due to space
considerations.
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